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Abstract: To accelerate the inference of machine-learning (ML) model serving, clusters of machines
require the use of expensive hardware accelerators (e.g., GPUs) to reduce execution time. Advanced
inference serving systems are needed to satisfy latency service-level objectives (SLOs) in a cost-
effective manner. Novel autoscaling mechanisms that greedily minimize the number of service
instances while ensuring SLO compliance are helpful. However, we find that it is not adequate
to guarantee cost effectiveness across heterogeneous GPU hardware, and this does not maximize
resource utilization. In this paper, we propose HetSev to address these challenges by incorporating
heterogeneity-aware autoscaling and resource-efficient scheduling to achieve cost effectiveness. We
develop an autoscaling mechanism which accounts for SLO compliance and GPU heterogeneity,
thus provisioning the appropriate type and number of instances to guarantee cost effectiveness. We
leverage multi-tenant inference to improve GPU resource utilization, while alleviating inter-tenant
interference by avoiding the co-location of identical ML instances on the same GPU during placement
decisions. HetSev is integrated into Kubernetes and deployed onto a heterogeneous GPU cluster.
We evaluated the performance of HetSev using several representative ML models. Compared with
default Kubernetes, HetSev reduces resource cost by up to 2.15× while meeting SLO requirements.

Keywords: inference serving; autoscaling; cost effectiveness; multi-tenant inference

1. Introduction

Machine-learning (ML)-based solutions have been permeating almost every field,
and their deployment is wide and deep, leading to an emerging demand for ML as a
service (MLaaS) platforms such as Amazon ML, Google Cloud ML, and Microsoft Azure
ML [1–3]. The typical workflow of these MLaaS platforms consists of two phases: training
and inference. In the training phase, developers create and train ML models based on the
training dataset and publish them as online cloud services. In the inference phase, end
users and client applications send inference requests to these services with supplied inputs,
and the trained models perform inference (prediction) [4]. The prediction is typically the
application of sub-second latency service-level objectives (SLOs) [5] and must be performed
in real-time, resulting in the increased adoption of powerful hardware accelerators such as
GPUs in clusters [6,7].

The conventional approach to turning ML models into prediction services is to host the
models on a serving system. An important goal for such a serving system under dynamic
workload is the ability to meet latency service-level objectives (SLOs) in a cost-effective
manner. Achieving such cost effectiveness can be challenging due to the heterogeneity
of resources. This is because MLaaS providers offer various GPU instance options (e.g.,
Nvidia V100, P100 and T4) coupled with different pricing models, and there is no general
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guidance on choosing the appropriate instance type across heterogeneous GPU hardware
when autoscaling dynamic workloads.

Prior autoscaling approaches to achieve cost effectiveness for ML model serving [5,6,8]
typically autoscale service instances based on monitored or predicted metrics. For example,
works [5,6] make predictions about the request arrival rates over short time periods, based
on which they proactively autoscale service instances to avoid over-provisioning. However,
these approaches do not work well for ML model serving in heterogeneous GPU clusters.
For one, they mainly focus on minimizing the number of service instances without con-
sidering the heterogeneous execution environments, or considering only heterogeneous
hardware resources such as CPUs and GPUs, rather than heterogeneous GPU types such as
Nvidia V100, P100, and T4. Further, they assume that each service instance is exclusively
bound to a GPU device, since existing popular cluster managers such as Kubernetes [9]
prohibit the explicit use of GPU sharing (i.e., only allowing one ML instance to be assigned
to each GPU). This is problematic because their GPU under-utilization decreases serving
throughput and resource efficiency, requiring additional GPU devices to meet demand.

The ability to co-locate ML instances on the same GPU (i.e., multi-tenant inference)
has proven to be a solution to address under-utilization [10–13]. MLaaS providers also
tend to adopt such multi-tenant inference due to practical cost considerations (e.g., power
consumption, cost of hardware). While co-locating ML instances on the same GPU can
improve GPU utilization, it also creates the problem of latency performance degrada-
tion (which we refer to as inter-tenant interference) [10,14–16]. Inter-tenant interference
can be more challenging to deal with when workloads are not static, but dynamic [17].
Therefore, attention should be paid to addressing inter-tenant interference between ML
instances sharing the same GPU during co-location placement. In this paper, we propose
HetSev: a heterogeneity-aware and resource-efficient inference serving system. Given the
heterogeneous GPU devices used to host instances of each ML service, HetSev guarantees
the appropriate type and number of GPU instances according to monitored metrics (e.g.,
throughput, latency), adding new co-located instances as needed, and removing unnec-
essary instances. HetSev takes advantage of multi-tenant inference to achieve high GPU
utilization while avoiding latency performance degradation. Our approach enables scalable
service instances co-running on expensive GPU devices to further cut costs for ML inference
services, in contrast to current approaches [5,6,18] which simply focus on achieving novel
autoscaling mechanisms. HetSev is designed as a set of extended components, including a
scaling controller integrated with our custom autoscaler and an instance controller inte-
grated with our co-location scheduler. We integrated HetSev into Kubernetes [9] with a
plugged backend model server—Tensorflow Serving [19], a high-performance ML model
server for production environments. For comparison, we simulated a serving system as the
baseline which deploys a Tensorflow Serving model server with the default Kubernetes.
We evaluated HetSev with several representative ML models for image classification, object
detection, and language translation: ResNet50 [20], Inception-v3 [21], SSD-ResNet50 [22],
and Transformer [23]. The results show that HetSev decreases resource cost by up to 2.15×
the baseline, while meeting the predefined SLO requirements.

This article is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 discuss the background and
related work, and multi-tenant inference characterization study, respectively. Sections 4
and 5 outline the design and implementation details of the HetSev system. Section 6
presents the experiment setup and evaluation results. Section 7 provides the conclusions.

2. Background and Related Work

In this section, we provide a brief overview of ML inference serving and autoscal-
ing techniques and investigate the cause of poor resource efficiency when autoscaling
ML inference services. We also provide background information on multi-tenant infer-
ence optimization, which is used in our approach to help deploy ML inference services
more efficiently.
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2.1. Machine-Learning Inference Serving

Machine-learning inference serving is an online prediction service for low-latency
deep neural network (DNN) model inference. End users of services send inference requests
to these trained models using mobile applications or interactive webs through REST APIs.
Based on the input data, these trained models infer the results and return them to end
users. As an example, an end-to-end vocabulary speech-recognition application transcribes
spoken words into text [24].

The conventional approach to deploying an ML prediction service is to provision a
container, and within the container, host the ML model on a serving system. For example,
serving systems such as Seldon Core [25], MXNet Model Server [26], TensorFlow Serv-
ing [19] and Clipper [4] host the model in a Docker [27] container to enable process isolation.
The serving system is analogous to a webserver and exposes services with interfaces via
HTTP or gRPC protocols. To provide low-latency inference services, the serving system
employs some model-agnostic optimizations such as caching and batching [4].

However, existing serving systems mainly focus on the ease of model deployment
and do not address the scalability and cost-effectiveness issues of serving ML models in
clusters. Tensorflow serving [19] provides production environments for Tensorflow models
as well as other types of models (e.g., ONNX models [28]), while relying on a cluster
manager (e.g., Kubernetes [9]) for scaling. Swayam [5] is an autoscaling framework which
focuses on resource efficiency and SLO compliance challenges for ML inference serving.
Yet Swayam does not work well for heterogeneous GPU clusters due to not considering
GPU heterogeneity. The objective of MArk [6] is to achieve low-latency, cost-effective
inference among various public cloud-service options, while our goal is to reduce the GPU
resource cost in heterogeneous GPU clusters. INFaaS [29] is an inference serving system
which addresses resource scalability and cost efficiency on heterogeneous clusters through
techniques including the combining of horizontal and vertical autoscaling and sharing
hardware resources. However, it fails to consider performance interference when sharing
resources across models. In contrast, HetSev meets latency SLO requirements at low cost
by selecting the cheapest option among heterogeneous GPU instances and supporting
multi-tenancy, while considering inter-tenant interference.

2.2. Autoscaling and Resource Efficiency

Autoscaling is a systematic technique to automatically adapt to workload changes
by provisioning and de-provisioning resources [30]. A commonly used type is horizontal
autoscaling, which involves adding and removing instances of resources. Another type
is horizontal autoscaling, which refers to adding and removing resource capacity from
existing instances and is out of the scope of this paper. Autoscaling has been studied
extensively, producing a large body of work. Generally, there are two scaling methods to
serve dynamic workloads.

Resource-based autoscaling. This method uses resource-based metrics (e.g., utilization,
duty cycle) as its trigger to autoscale serving instances. Resource-based autoscaling is
employed by many industrial MLaaS platforms, e.g., Kubernetes in Google Cloud [31],
and SageMaker in AWS [32]. The autoscaling in these serving platforms follows some
specified rules such as “increasing instances if CPU utilization reaches 80%” or “decreasing
instances when GPU duty cycle stays below 60% for a certain amount of time”. While
resource-based autoscaling for CPU clusters has been intensively studied [33,34], there are
few works on resource-based autoscaling for ML inference services hosted in GPU clusters.
This is partly because most Kubernetes platforms, unlike industrial serving platforms such
as Google Cloud, do not provide GPU resource-based metrics such as GPU duty cycle.
Therefore, this method is mainly adopted in industrial serving platforms.

Request-based autoscaling. This method typically adjusts resource provisioning based
on predicted or monitored request-based metrics (e.g., the request rate, latency). For exam-
ple, works [5,6] implement an autoscaling mechanism which adjusts the resources based on
the predicted request rate. They scale out serving instances when the predicted request rate
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exceeds the user-defined threshold, and scale in unused instances for resource efficiency.
However, predicting workload over short time periods is intensive and takes longer to
complete (seconds to minutes), which depends on the workload complexity and the metrics
measured. The time taken to perform such predictions results in a negative impact on
latency-sensitive ML inference services. In contrast, monitored request-based autoscaling
makes no prediction and is easy to implement, and is, therefore, adopted in our approach.

However, obtaining high resource efficiency while autoscaling ML inference service in
GPU clusters is a challenge task. Prior works to improve resource efficiency mainly focus
on autoscaling mechanisms [5,6,18,35] or optimizing DNN inference [10,14,16,19,36–38]
through scheduling GPU usage, model fragmentation and batching input data, ignoring the
benefits of multi-tenant inference optimization. An important cause of such a situation is the
reliance on the traditional cluster scheduler, which requires each serving instance to have
exclusive access to the GPU device. This is problematic because it negatively affects resource
efficiency and serving throughput. Existing approaches have demonstrated that multi-
tenant inference has a positive improvement on GPU-cluster resource utilization [7,39–41],
while its effectiveness can be affected by inter-tenant interference.

2.3. Multi-Tenant Inference

Multi-tenant inference is a multi-instance single-device computing paradigm wherein
multiple ML instances co-run on one high-performance hardware, targeting improving
hardware utilization and serving throughput. Multi-tenant inference optimization is
introduced mainly due to the mismatch between the tremendous computing capability of
recent GPUs (e.g., NVIDIA Tesla V100 with 130 TFLOPs/s) and the general ML models’
inference requirements (e.g., ResNet50 model with 4 GFLOPs). Executing such a single ML
model on modern GPU can result in the severe resource under-utilization of the cluster [42].
Therefore, cluster-level ML model serving also prefers multi-tenant inference optimization
due to resource-efficiency considerations. Whilst model serving in clusters benefits a lot
from the multi-tenant inference optimization, it also suffers from latency performance
degradation from inter-tenant interference [15]. While ML job managers that allow for
multi-tenancy now exist [7,39,40], researchers have paid less attention to actively solving
interference between ML jobs which share hardware resources during placement decisions.

Interference is a systematic phenomenon which occurs when multiple processes
compete for the same set of limited resources on the same machine [43–45]. GPU inter-
tenant interference can also occur for the same reason. Specifically, ML models consist
of many GPU kernels, and a limited set of computing units and memory cause queuing
delays for model kernels [46–48]. These kernels are launched by the GPU kernel scheduler,
which follows a policy similar to a round-robin fashion [49]. It has been proved that
inter-tenant interference of co-located ML models inevitably leads to latency performance
degradation [39,50,51]. Our experimental study in Section 3.2 also demonstrates that
models experience latency increase when co-located with other models. Therefore, on the
one hand, MLaaS providers and consumers will typically set a certain latency constraint
(SLO) which require responses to requests within a given latency (e.g., less than 400 ms for
image recognition for a smooth user experience), and, thus, multi-tenant inference with
some latency increase in SLO range is considered acceptable. On the other hand, in order
for a serving system to take full advantage of multi-tenant inference, maximizing resource
utilization and serving throughput, the cluster scheduler should consider the effects of
multi-tenant interference when performing ML instance co-location.

3. Multi-Tenant Inference Characterization Study

In this section, we conducted a set of experimental studies to address the following
questions: (Q1) How effective is multi-tenant inference in improving resource utilization
and throughput? (Q2) How severe is latency performance degradation due to inter-tenant
interference, and how can we avoid it as much as possible?
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Profiling Setup. We chose four representative ML models, ResNet50 [20], Inception-
v3 [21], SSD-ResNet50 [22], and Transformer [23], for common prediction tasks such as
image classification, object detection, and language translation. We leveraged TensorFlow
Serving [19], a popular production ML model server, to host each model in a separate
Docker [27] container. Inference jobs from simulated clients are submitted to the Ten-
sorFlow Serving. The TensorFlow Serving then runs each inference job on the hosted
model (e.g., SSD model) using data provided by clients (e.g., images), and returns the
results (e.g., the objects’ classes and bounding boxes) to clients. Multiple clients instantiate
multiple inference jobs concurrently, and TensorFlow Serving interleaves their execution.
Each experiment was repeated multiple times to ensure metric consistency. The detailed
descriptions of the ML models and hardware specifications are provided in Section 6.1.

3.1. Effectiveness of Multi-Tenant Inference

In response to (Q1), we performed an experimental study in which multiple ML-
instance replicas co-run on a single GPU. We ran all four ML models in turn and observed
each model’s serving throughput and GPU utilization as the number of ML instance
replicas increased.

As shown in Figure 1, the co-running instance replicas for each ML model achieve
1.85× higher serving throughput and 2.76× higher GPU utilization, on average, as they
increase from 1 to 3. The rise in bars implies that the inference execution of increased in-
stances can utilize the residual GPU resource to improve serving throughput. Moreover, we
observe fewer improvements in serving throughput and GPU utilization when increasing
ML instance replicas from 2 to 3 compared to increasing from 1 to 2. This is intuitive, as
more co-located instances exhibit severe competition for available GPU resources, and it is
reasonably predictable that there will be few or no performance improvements as instance
replicas continue to increase. The correlation of the increase in the number of instances
with the mitigation of performance improvements suggests that the number of co-located
instances on a single GPU should be carefully configured considering multiple factors, such
as the capacity of hardware, the ML model size, and inter-tenant interference.

Figure 1. The serving throughput and GPU utilization with respect to the number of ML-instance
replicas on a single GPU.

3.2. Interference of Multi-Tenant Inference

In response to (Q2), we performed an experimental study on 160 synthesized ML-
instance co-location combinations on a single GPU. We built these instance combinations
with the pairs of two ML models drawn from the four ML models, including identical
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ML-instance co-location combinations and different ML-instance co-location combinations,
and associated these instance combinations with four different batch sizes (i.e., 2, 4, 8, 16)
to create a total of 160 pairs of instance combinations. We ran these instance combinations
and observed the inference latency.

Figure 2 illustrates the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of latency increase
relative to solo-running latency. As noted in the figure, for up to 90% of the combinations,
the average latency increase is only 18%, indicating a huge potential for enhancing serving
throughput and GPU utilization. Therefore, it is worthwhile to adopt multi-tenant inference
optimization as long as the latency increase is kept in the SLO range.

Figure 2. Cumulative distribution of latency increase relative to solo-running latency when bi-instance
inference executes on a single GPU. Among all ML-instance co-location combination experiments,
e.g., up to 90-percent of bi-instance execution show less than 18% latency increase. Models: ResNet50,
Inception-v3, SSD-ResNet50, Transformer. Batch size: 2, 4, 8, 16. In total: 160 combinations, including
identical ML-instance co-location combinations and different ML instance co-location combinations.

Additionally, we observed that the CDF exhibits a long tail in Figure 2, suggesting that
the inter-tenant interference effect could be severe in some combinations. Thus, we further
investigated the impact of the type of co-located ML instances on latency increase. Figure 3
shows latency increase compared to solo-running latency when bi-instance inference is
executed on a single GPU. It reveals that co-running identical ML instances on a single
GPU results in a larger latency increase than co-running different instances. This is because
ML models contain many types of operators such as full-connection, convolution, acti-
vation, batch-normalization, etc.; different types of operators may be either computation
intensive (e.g., full-connection, convolution) or memory intensive (e.g., activation, batch-
normalization). Therefore, co-running identical ML models on the same GPU will be more
likely to result in competition for computational or memory resources due to poor operator
concurrency management than co-running different ML models (i.e., increased probability
of co-running the same type of operators at the same time). As a result, the inference of both
models slows down, and this will happen frequently as the number of tenants increases,
thus reducing the overall serving throughput. Motivated by this insight, we devised a
scheduling mechanism (Section 4.2), which avoids the co-location of identical ML instances
to alleviate inter-tenant interference.
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Figure 3. Latency increase compared to solo-running latency when bi-instance inference executes
on a single GPU. Inception-v3 and ResNet50 instances experience the largest latency increase when
co-located with selves.

4. Our Approach: HetSev

HetSev is a heterogeneity-aware and resource-efficient inference serving system de-
signed as a set of components which can be deployed on existing cluster managers (e.g.,
Kubernetes) as extended operators. Figure 4 describes HetSev architecture, which consists
of three main components: the scaling controller, the instance controller, and the metric
repository. Upon the arrival of requests from clients, the scaling controller periodically
updates request metrics (e.g., request arrival rate and latency) from the metric reposi-
tory, and adopts the custom autoscaling mechanism to perform scaling actions based on
monitored metrics. Once a scaling out action is performed, the scaling controller sends
the adding new instances request to the instance controller, in which the scheduler as-
signs instances to GPUs following the principle—meeting the resource requirements while
avoiding the co-location of identical ML instances on the same GPU.

HetSev employs a resource and workload monitor to obtain a cluster view and observe
inference workloads. A cluster view is maintained through per-node monitoring agents
to collect infrastructure information from each node, including CPU utilization, memory
usage, and GPU usage. For each hosted service, inference workloads are tracked through
the workload monitor to collect metrics such as throughput and latency SLO. Referring to
Swayam [5], we set two common SLO requirements as our overall objectives. (1) Response-
time threshold: a request is served within a specified time, denoted RTmax. (2) Service
level: The service is considered satisfied only if at least SLmin percent of the requests are
finished within the response-time threshold, where SLmin represents the desired service
level. Eventually, this infrastructure and workload information is aggregated into the
metric repository.
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Instance Controller

Cached Instance Queues

Cached Cluster State

Scheduler

Metric Repository

Requests

Infrastructure Resource Monitor

2. Periodically update request metrics and 

cluster info.

Periodic metrics scraping.

HetSev

3. Add instances or remove instances.

4. Periodically update cluster info.

1. Receive requests.

5. Deploy instances or destroy instances.

Workload Monitor

Scaling Controller

Service 1 Instances Service N Instances

Figure 4. HetSev architecture. The boxes with dashed borders are the three main components
of HetSev. The gray boxes are the controller-specific components which were re-implemented in
our approach and deployed within a cluster manager (e.g., Kubernetes). The numbered arrows
correspond to the typical workflow of HetSev.

4.1. Heterogeneity-Aware Instance Autoscaling

Given the diverse options for GPU instance types (e.g., Nvidia V100, T4, K80) in
the cloud environment, HetSev essentially orchestrates a heterogeneous GPU cluster in
response to changing demand. To react to dynamic workload, HetSev’s scaling controller
needs to decide the appropriate instance types and their numbers to use while minimizing
the GPU resource cost of running instances.

Formulation.To figure out the type and number of instances required, we formulated
the following integer linear programming (ILP) which determines a scaling action (scaling
in, or scaling out). For an inference service, our ILP formulation’s optimization variable
(the outcome) is the optimal scaling action, Xi, for each instance type i ∈ I. Xi is an integer
representing the scaling action as follows: (a) a negative value indicates scaling in instances
of this type, (b) a positive value indicates scaling out instances of this type, (c) and a value
of zero indicates no scaling needed. This ILP problem can, thus, be defined as follows:

minimize ∑
i∈I

[Ci(Xi + λOlaunch
i max(Xi, 0))]

subject to ∑
i∈I

Ti(Ni + Xi) ≥W, ∀i ∈ I (1)

∑
i∈I

Rtype
i (Ni + Xi) ≤ Rtype

total , ∀i ∈ I (2)

Ni + Xi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I (3)

Lin f
i ≤ S, ∀i ∈ I (4)

where (a) I: the set of instance types available for model serving. (b) Ci: the hardware
cost per unit time for running instance type i. (c) Olaunch

i : the launching latency (i.e.,
the latency incurred during the instance-launching period, which spans instance launching
and its readiness) of instance type i. (d) λ: a tunable parameter for the inference workload
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unpredictability. A large λ value places more weight on minimizing launching latency to
meet SLO requirements when the inference workload is fluctuating. A small λ value places
more weight on minimizing the hardware cost when the inference workload is stable. (e) Ti:
the capacity of instance type i, measured by the maximum throughput of the service model
with offline profiling. (f) Ni: the number of running instance type i. (g) W: the arrival
rate of the inference workload. (h) Rtype

i : the resource requirement of instance type i for a
resource type (GPU memory, CPU memory, CPU cores), measured with offline profiling.
(i) Rtype

total : the summed amount of the residual resources of a type (GPUs, CPUs) on the

underlying server machine, obtained from the metric repository. (j) Lin f
i : the inference

latency of instance type i, measured by the execution time of the service model with offline
profiling. (k) S: The SLO of the considered inference service.

The objective function that our ILP formulation minimizes is the total GPU resource
cost of scaling actions for all instance types to satisfy the incoming inference workload.
Multiple constraints must be satisfied. (1) With the selected scaling actions, HetSev can
support the incoming inference workload. (2) The resource consumed by all running
instances cannot exceed the systematic summed resources. (3) The number of running
instances of each hosted service is non-negative. (4) The newly launched instances satisfy
inference services’ SLOs. However, since this ILP problem is NP-complete and due to
the heterogeneity of instance types, we modified our cost-based algorithm with reference
to [52] and turned to a heuristic algorithm to greedily solve this ILP problem.

A heuristic algorithm. We designed a heuristic algorithm which considers both the
cost of running instances and the launching latency of new instances. Specifically, HetSev
runs a scaling controller which approximates the ILP problem along with the instance
selection policy as follows: (a) determine if there is a risk that the constraint will be violated,
(b) consider two scaling actions, scaling out or scaling in, to meet the constraints, and
(c) calculate the objective for each instance type with the chosen scaling action and select
the one that minimizes the objective resource cost function.

Scaling-out algorithm. To decide if there is a need to scale out for an inference service
(Constraint 1), the scaling controller computes the throughput saturation of all running
instances, given the profiled values of their throughput capacity and the current workload
they are serving. We calculate the current workload served by all running instances using
the batch size and summed number of requests served per second. In practice, the saturation
parameter is predefined and tunable for specific model service and SLO requirements.
When the throughput saturation of all running instances exceeds the threshold for a period
of time, the scaling controller concludes that we need to scale out. In this context, we set
the threshold to 80% based on experience, leaving room to absorb sudden load spikes. We
then proceed to the next stage: determining what instance to launch to meet the incoming
inference workload.

To determine which instance to launch, the scaling controller uses an instance selection
policy to select the cheapest option among all instance types. The selection policy works
as follows. First, the selection policy filters the available instance types which can meet
the SLO (Constraint 4) and resource requirements (Constraint 2). Second, the selection
policy estimates the scaling cost of each available instance type by estimating the number
of each available instance types that would be increased to satisfy the incoming request
load (Constraint 1, 3). Finally, the selection policy calculates the cost function of our ILP
formulation, by using the instance launching latency and the hardware cost to determine
the instance type that supports higher throughput.

Scaling-in algorithm. To decide if there is a need to scale down and which instance to
destroy, the scaling controller uses a selection policy which follows a similar algorithm for
scaling out, as explained above. At regular intervals, the selection policy checks whether
the incoming inference workload can be accommodated by removing a running instance.
Note that we do not switch a running instance to the cheaper hardware even though they
may not be the most cost-effective instance type in the next time step, since additional
launching latency will be introduced. To ensure better service quality, the scaling controller
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should wait for a predefined cool-down period before executing the destroying request for
an instance.

4.2. Resource-Efficient Instance Scheduling

At the core of our resource-efficient scheduling is to maximize GPU utilization via
co-location placement decisions while minimizing latency performance degradation re-
sulting from interference. We designed an algorithm, Algorithm 1, which can satisfy the
constraints of resource requirements (e.g., CPU cores, CPU memory, GPU memory) of the
ML instance and avoid the co-location of identical ML models on the same GPU when
performing co-location placement. The resource requirements of each ML instance are
obtained using offline profiling with the real workload. As co-locating identical ML models
on the same GPU will result in severe inter-tenant interference, as described in Section 3.2,
we introduce the locality constraints represented as a set of anti-affinity labels to avoid
this in Algorithm 1. When allocating resources to instances, we borrowed some ideas
from [53]. Unlike [53], which uses clustering and classifying to predict the load information
for new cloud disks, we cluster instances into several groups according to their resource
requirements to schedule different instances fairly. The algorithm has three steps.

Algorithm 1 Resource-efficient instance scheduling.

Input: I: pending instances awaiting scheduling.
S: current cluster state.
k, β: k queues and β instances to put into the buffer for each scheduling round.

Output: G: the assigned GPU device.
1: Q⇐ Put pending instances into k queues via k-means (I, k)
2: while queues in Q is not empty do
3: Ĩ ⇐ Pick β instances into scheduling buffer via weighted fairness
4: for i in Ĩ do
5: if the cluster has residual resources(S) then
6: // resource capacity check (CPUcores, CPUMems, GPUMems)
7: N⇐ preselect all GPU devices passing resource capacity check (i, S)
8: // anti-affinity labels check
9: N⇐ filter preselected GPU devices passing anti-affinity labels check (i, N)

10: if N == Null then
11: continue
12: end if
13: G⇐ select the GPU device from N
14: reture G
15: end if
16: end for
17: end while

Step 1 (line 1): We perform a clustering procedure on all instances before they are
actually scheduled. We aggregate similar instances into several groups and manage the
instances in a group separately. Specifically, we leverage the L1 Distance metric to identify
similar instances based on the following features: (1) GPU memory; (2) ML model. These
features characterize the resource requirements and model architecture for each instance
and can be obtained through offline profiling. In practice, we use the k-means algorithm
to identify similar instances among all instances awaiting scheduling and place them in
the corresponding queues. The reason we use the K-means clustering algorithm is its
fast convergence, which is very important for schedulers considering that the scheduling
process is latency sensitive.

Step 2 (line 2–3): In each round of scheduling, we fairly select a certain number of
instances from different queues as a batch, mainly considering queue length and waiting
time. The core idea behind this is to avoid the starvation of any class of instances—whenever
a class of instances begins to starve, it is expected that more instances will be picked up and
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processed from queues with larger queue lengths and longer waiting times. Here, instance
starvation is the number of instances pending represented by the queue weight, which is
the product of the queue length and the instance’s median waiting time per queue.

Step 3 (line 4–17): We assign the most suitable GPU device to launch each instance
in the cluster. Now all pending instances are sorted into Ĩ in the weighted fairness order,
the scheduler will try to allocate available resources to each instance in turn, while avoiding
the interference. Specifically, for each instance, we first check the resource capacity and
preselect all the GPU devices that satisfy all the requirements of the instance in terms of
CPU cores, CPU memory, and GPU memory constraints, and then a candidate GPUs list is
constructed (line 7). We then check the anti-affinity labels, filter out the GPU device that
cannot satisfy the locality constraints of anti-affinity, and update the candidate GPUs list
(Lines 9). Finally, we use a worst-fit algorithm to pick the most suitable GPU before the
final resource allocation. The intuition behind this is to preferentially utilize the GPUs
without any workload, thus avoiding inter-tenant interference as much as possible.

5. System Implementation

As illustrated in Figure 4, our HetSev inference serving system contains a scaling
controller, instance controller, and metric repository. We implemented the scaling controller
and instance controller in about 8k+ lines of Go code. These controllers communicate
through remote procedure calls (RPC) and run as separate processes within the GPU cluster,
i.e., in Kubernetes [9], our scaling controller and instance controller is a pod. We use the
gRPC library as the underlying RPC implementation, allowing our scaling controller to
send provision requests to the instance controller when a scaling decision is made. We also
utilize a centralized time-series database for the metric repository. Below, we provide more
details for a better understanding.

Scaling controller. The scaling controller is implemented based on a change to Horizon-
tal Pod Autoscaling (HPA), a built-in Kubernetes resource which automatically increases or
decreases the number of pod replicas to accommodate dynamic workloads. The scaling
controller integrates a custom event-driven autoscaler which can both detect if the instance
controller should be activated or deactivated, and poll custom metrics (e.g., throughput,
latency, and resource utilization) from the metric repository periodically. As a result,
the scaling controller will monitor those metrics and, based on the events that occur, it will
automatically scale instances out or in accordingly.

Instance controller. The instance controller is implemented based on the build-in
Kubernetes Deployment resource integrated with our co-location scheduler. The purpose
of an instance controller is to maintain a stable set of replicated instances running at any
given time. Thus, it guarantees the availability of a customized number of instances.
The instance controller periodically polls cluster states (e.g., CPU memory usages, CPU
utilization, and GPU usages), and stores them in ETCD, a built-in distributed key-value
store in Kubernetes. When an adding-instances request is received, our scheduler directly
reads cluster resource information stored in ETCD and determines the mapping between
instances and GPUs according to the scheduling mechanism described in Section 4.2.

Monitoring. Monitoring is the key to instance scaling and scheduling in our approach.
In order to collect requests’ metrics information within the cluster, HetSev utilizes Istio [54],
a popular tool to build service mesh, in our implementation. Istio directly attaches a sidecar
proxy to each serving instance. Whenever passing data to a serving instance, the sidecar
intercepts all network communication, and generates metrics for all service traffic in and
out. These metrics provide information on behaviors such as the overall traffic volume
and the response time for requests. To obtain a fine-grained view of GPU devices in the
cluster, HetSev deploys the Nvidia DCGM-Exporter [55] container on each individual node
reporting GPU usages. Finally, Prometheus [56] is used to collect all these metrics and
stores them in a time-series database, which our scaling controller and scheduler can query
and use to make decisions.
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6. Evaluation

We first compare the overall performance of HetSev with Kubernetes [9] under the
production workload from Twitter trace. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of
HetSev’s autoscaling mechanism, we then examine whether HetSev is able to scale instances
to accommodate fluctuating workload. Finally, we compare the resource cost effectiveness
of HetSev with Kubernetes [9].

Testbed. We deployed HetSev onto a cluster of eight GPU servers, with each node
containing two Intel Xeon Silver 4210R × 10 Core Processors (2 threads per core) and 62 GB
DDR4 memory. Among the eight GPU servers, four servers have two Nvidia Tesla V100
GPUs (32 GB GPU memory) each, and the other four servers have two Nvidia T4 GPUs
(16 GB GPU memory) each. On each node was installed a Ubuntu Server 18.04 LTS and
connected by 10 Gb Ethernet network. All GPUs were powered by Nvidia driver 470.103,
CUDA 11.4, and cuDNN 8. The GPU cluster was managed by Kubernetes 1.22 and Docker
version 1.18.3 was leveraged to provide containers.

ML models. Table 1 summarizes the four ML models used in our evaluation. These
models with multiple sizes and coving diverse domains were deployed on an ML model
server, i.e., Tensorflow Serving. To configure the batching of the ML models on the testbed
cluster, we conducted lightweight profiling considering the model-specific response time,
which is measured by the time span between the client sending the request and receiving the
response. The response time contains the inference latency, which depends on the model-
inherent computational complexities and batch size, as well as additional overhead due to
client–server communication. Therefore, the larger the batch size we use, the longer the
SLO response time becomes. As a result, the batch sizes we used were 8 for ResNet50 [20],
8 for Inception-v3 [21], 4 for SSD-ResNet50 [22], and 2 for Transformer [23], since using
larger batch sizes results in unrealistically long response times.

Table 1. ML models used in the evaluation.

Model Type Size Input Data

ResNet50 Image classification 90 MB ImageNet
Inception-v3 Image classification 83 MB ImageNet
SSD-ResNet50 Object detection 77 MB COCO

Transformer Language translation 168 MB
WMT 2014
English-to-German

SLO. Recall that SLO requirements refer to at least SLmin percent of requests being
served within RTmax time. We set RTmin to 98% for all models, and set RTmax as 400 ms,
600 ms, 900 ms and 1200 ms for ResNet50, Inception-v3, SSD-ResNet50, and Transformer,
respectively.

Baseline. HetSev extends the existing cluster manager (i.e., Kubernetes [9]) with an
autoscaling mechanism and scheduling policy. To validate the effectiveness of HetSev’s
extension, we used the default Kubernetes (K8S) as the baseline for evaluation. For a fair
comparison, we configured HetSev to closely resemble the autoscaling mechanism and
resource management of Kubernetes, such as stabilization window of instance.

Workload. In the evaluation, we performed the request arrival process for ML work-
loads in two patterns: production workload and fluctuating workload. For production
workload, we extracted information from the Twitter trace for a typical day out of the
month [57], as there is no public production trace for an ML inference service. Furthermore,
as noted in recent work [6], the trace typically represents the characteristics of real inference
workloads, containing diurnal patterns and unexpected load spikes. Therefore, we syn-
thesized the production workload to include low loads as well as a load spike, where the
peak in the request rate is four times higher than the valley, referencing the results of burst
demand growth common in industrial web applications. For fluctuating workload, we
referred to common patterns [44] and synthesized an inference workload which indicates
flat and waving rates, with a Poisson inter-arrival rate [58,59]. We generated requests by
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running offline clients, and simulated different request rates by adjusting the number of
concurrent clients, where request rates are calculated using trace averages over a 120 s
window in steps of 15 s. Then, clients submit requests sequentially (i.e., a client does not
submit a request until the previous one is completed) with a configured batch size to an
inference service. In summary, we utilize the production workload to evaluate how well
HetSev performs compared to the baseline. Using fluctuating workload, we tested HetSev’s
performance under variable request rates.

6.1. HetSev with Production Workload

We first show HetSev improves throughput, cluster GPU utilization, and reduces
response time compared to baseline.

Experimental setup. We used the production workload ranging from 200 to 1K QPS
with a total of 6000 s of requests. We hosted an image-classification inference service using
the ResNet-50 model and Inception-v3 model, which share 60% and 40% of workload,
respectively. For instances co-location in HetSev, we configured multiple instances on a
single GPU, whereas the baseline is one instance per GPU, as Kubernetes does not support
the instance co-location HetSev introduces.

Results and discussion. Figure 5 shows that HetSev achieves up to 2.21× higher
throughput, 2.56× higher cluster GPU utilization, and 2.3× lower response time compared
to K8S. We observe that the curves of HetSev and K8S in terms of throughput and cluster
GPU utilization are close during the low-load period (0 s–3500 s). This is because there are
an adequate number of GPUs available for instances in K8S when dealing with low load,
so HetSev’s multi-tenant inference has no apparent advantage in improving throughput
and cluster GPU utilization. In reaction to the load spike at 3500 s, HetSev adds instances
immediately. Although K8S scales up instances similarly, it has lower throughput and
cluster GPU utilization due to each instance holding exclusive access to a GPU and being
unable to fully use GPU resources. HetSev also achieves a lower response time than K8S,
thanks to HetSev enabling multiple instances to co-run on a GPU, making it possible to run
more instances to spread the inference workload.

Figure 5. Throughput, cluster GPU utilization and response time under production workload.

6.2. HetSev with Fluctuating Workload

Next, we show the ability of HetSev’s autoscaling mechanism to handle the fluctuat-
ing workload.

Experimental setup. To evaluate whether our prototype scaling controller can suc-
cessfully scale co-located instances to accommodate fluctuating rates, we measured the
performance of HetSev while submitting inference requests with the fluctuating workload
for three computer vision models: ResNet-50, Inception-v3, and SSD-ResNet50. We limited
the maximum number of instances for all models to 18 in this experiment.

Results and discussion. Figure 6 reports how our autoscaling mechanism performed
for a 2500 s window. The top graph shows the serving throughput of each model service,
the next graph number of serving instances, and the last one SLO violation for 5 s periods.
Between 0 and 1000 s, the rate gradually increases and decreases to its initial rate. As the
rate rises, HetSev successfully starts new instances, and spreads the workload across the
instances to maintain SLOs. When the rate decreases, the number of instances decreases
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accordingly. The following wave rises from 1200 s to a higher peak before dropping,
but HetSev also successfully adjusts the number of instances. While there are occasional
SLO violations due to issues such as cold starts, note that the number of requests violated
is only 1.12% of the total requests, keeping SLO violations under 4% on average.

Figure 6. Throughput, number of instances and SLO violation of each model service under fluctuat-
ing workload.

6.3. Cost Effectiveness

We now show that HetSev saves resource costs compared to baseline through co-
location and autoscaling mechanism.

Experimental setup. For cost-effectiveness experiments, we used all four ML models
with distinct request arrivals which follow the production workload pattern, including low
load and a load spike. The models were each executed for about 3000 s. We configured both
HetSev and baseline always satisfies the SLOs. We measured resource cost as the product of
the GPU hardware cost per unit time and the cumulative duration of the used GPU memory
footprint. In this context, the hardware cost for a running instance is estimated according
to AWS EC2 pricing [60], and is proportional to its memory footprint. For example, we
normalize cost to 0.191 per GB/s for Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU, and 0.024 per GB/s for Nvidia
T4 GPU. It is worth mentioning that only the used memory of the GPU is considered when
calculating the resource cost of an instance for HetSev, while for baseline all the memory of
the GPU is taken into account, even though some of the memory is not used. This is due to
the fact that the default scheduler in baseline only allows one instance to be assigned to
each GPU, while HetSev supports co-running instances on the GPU.

Results and discussion. Figure 7 illustrates HetSev performs much better than K8S in
terms of resource cost for all four model services. Overall, HetSev yields up to 2.15× (1.79×
on average) resource cost reduction, while complying with SLOs all the time. HetSev’s
resource cost reduction comes from two contributions: (1) exploiting instance co-location
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cuts the cost during the high-demand periods due to the increased computing efficiency.
(2) HetSev further reduces the cost by benefiting from the scaling controller’s instance-
selection policy, which favors the cheapest option among all available instance types (i.e.,
Nvidia Tesla V100 and Nvidia T4), while the baseline randomly selects the instance type
since it does not consider GPU heterogeneity.

Figure 7. Total resource cost (normalized with respect to the maximum resource cost) for all four ML
model services when run with default K8S and HetSev.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented HetSev, a heterogeneity-aware and resource-efficient in-
ference serving system which achieves cost effectiveness. Instead of simply minimizing
the number of instances for serving inference workloads, which leads to sub-optimal cost
effectiveness, our approach automatically provisions instances considering the heteroge-
neous GPU hardware coupled with different pricing models, and allows multiple instances
to co-run on the same GPU to improve resource utilization and further cut costs. In our
analysis, we showed that up to 90-percent of bi-instance execution exhibits a less than
18% latency increase among 160 ML instance co-location combinations, and that a latency
increase can be further mitigated by avoiding the co-location of identical ML instances on
the same GPU. HetSev is integrated into Kubernetes and can be integrated into other cluster
managers. We demonstrated that HetSev can achieve up to 2.21× higher throughput, 2.56×
higher cluster GPU utilization, 2.3× lower response time, and 2.15× cost reduction relative
to default K8S. We also show that HetSev is capable of scaling co-located instances to
accommodate fluctuating rates while keeping SLO violations under 4% on average.

To further reduce the resource cost, a promising direction of future work is to co-run
even more ML instances on the same GPU. This will require more precise profiling of
inter-tenant interference. To achieve this goal, we plan to use an ML-based predictive
model (e.g., reinforcement learning, LSTM, etc.) to predict the potential latency increase
caused by interference.
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